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PEPE TarpaulinTarpaulin Description:Description:
PE Tarpaulin with UV treated is Made from HDPE fabric cross weaving, laminated the both sides with LDPE
coating,three layers total. After the lamination , the tarpaulin gets colorful, strong and beautiful to meet the
different customer’s request.tarpaulin is waterproof, strong, durable,to make it have a very wide range of
application in many industries.
PEPE TarpaulinTarpaulin Features:Features:
—Complete Waterproof poly fabric
—Durable,can be used 3-5years
—Anti -Aging ,can be used as pond liner fabric
—woven fabric with high Crumble Resistant characters
—Tear Resistant,high tensile strength,flexible
—Mildew/Corrosion Resistant

Product PE tarpaulin, HDPE tarpaulin, tarpaulin tents

Material PE (inner HDPE woven fabric,LDPE laminated on both sides)

Weight 50gsm to 230gsm

Width 4mwithout joint.other width available by heat sealed

Size any size is available

Tarpaulin roll Packed by paper core and wrapped with the samematerial outside

Color any color is available

Purpose Truck cargo boat camping construction wood farmer..
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PEPE TarpaulinTarpaulin Application:Application:
PE Tarpaulin widely used for truck canopy, ship, cover and cargo storage or transportation in mineral factories
and ports.
PE Tarpaulin can be used as tents in outside, travel and calamities.
The PE Tarpaulin is to cover and protect the goods in the open air.
For awnings,canvas,canopy,sunshades,sunllinds,emergency shelter
For stadium roofs or side curtains
For all purpose cover: ground cover,truck cover,ship cover,trailer cover,equipment
Different and beautiful effect will appear when the material is different.

PEPE TarpaulinTarpaulin PPackage:ackage:
●Rolls on cardboard tubes & wrapped in plastic with color label (or any customized)
●We can also provide OEM retail packaging, with a variety of styles for you to choose from.
● The inner bag or rolls of the retail version can be a plastic or net bag, and then it will be packed into a large
carton or pallet.
● Usually large cartons and pallet are packed into containers for shipment and consignment.
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PVCPVC TarpaulinTarpaulin Description:Description:
PVC Tarpaulin is made of high strength polyester canvas fabric,
coated with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) paste resin with addition of variety of chemical additives
PVC Tarpaulin is used for truck cover,truck tarps,trailer cover,trailer tarps, machine cover,lumber tarps,steel
tarps,car cover,general protection shield, trailer cover, instrument shield, equipment shield ,
tent,truck cover ,container cover, furniture cover,chair cover etc.
PVCPVC TarpaulinTarpaulin FeatureFeature::
—Fireproof,water resistant
—Anti UV, durable
—PVDF/Acrylic
—Anti-mildew
—Eco-Friendly
—Weather Resistant -35℃ ~ +70℃
—High strength, Tear-Resistant

Base fabric 100% Polyester

Surface Treatment Acrylic / PVDF

Weight 300gsm ~ 1500gsm

Width ≤5m

Colour Refer to RAL & PANTONE color chart

HS Code 5903109010

Features Waterproof, Fire Retardant, Anti UV, Heavy Metal Free, Anti Mildew, Flexible

Package Craft paper; Hard Tube Packing
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Transparent leno/mesh tarpaulin is made of HDPE woven fabric inside with both sides waterproof LDPE lamination
coated with UV stabilizer.
TransparentTransparent lenoleno TarpaulinTarpaulin FeatureFeature：：
Aluminum grommets on each corner and every 18 inches with reinforced ends
Heavy duty 3 layer design
reinforced polyethylene
Strong, clean, and easy to handle
Water resistant，Mildew and rot proof，Tear resistant
Rust proof aluminum grommets
Rope reinforced hems
Reinforced eyelets
Ideal for greenhouse cover,ground covers, luggage covers, truck covers, boat covers, and hundreds more uses

Material HDPE(high-density polyethylene) with UV stabilizer
Tensile Breaking Force Latitudinal≥280N Radial≥180N
Weight 70gsm-120gsm,120gsm~200grams
Width woven width ≤4m; joint width as your need
Length 30m,50m, 100m, 200m or as your request
Color White, Green,Yellow...
Type woven grid+laminated film
Useful life 3-5 years

Packing roll or bundle
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Round Tarpaulin also named pool Cover In ground Pool.
Woven & Laminated polyethylene, waterproof & UV Protected.
Grommets every 1 meter rope in them.
Reinforced molded corners, heat sealed seams
RoundRound TarpaulinTarpaulin Feature:Feature:
Thickened fabric, soft and easy to fold.
High temperature welding, seamless jointing.
Metallic grommets as customized.
Reinforced rope and corner.

Material HDPE woven fabric and LDPE lamination
Weight 50gsm-300gsm
Feature Waterproof, dustproof, sunshade, UV-treated
Color Any color can be choose by customers
Mesh count/Weave 6x6 7x7 8x8 10x8 10x10 10x12 12x12 12x14 14x14 16x16

Processing
Both side with lamination
Edges are reinforced with PP rope
Aluminum eyelet every 1.5ft or 3ft interval

Container loading
1.Bale packing:10-11tons in a 20'GP,24-27tons in a 40'HQ.
2.Carton packing: 8tons in a 20'GP,19-20tons in a 40'HQ.
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TarpaulinTarpaulin BagsBags DescriptionDescription::
Polypropylene Tarpaulin Storage Bag that include strong straps that could be used to carry by hand or as a
backpack. The design of the straps and materials provide a carrying capacity of maximum 25 kg.
TarpaulinTarpaulin BagsBags Feature:Feature:
Different sizes and colors are available
Tear-resistant super durability minimized breakage during transportation and storage
Water-resistant and washable: it prevents contamination or damage from rain or moisture
Double waterproof surface.
Reinforced corners.
UV stabilized and sunproof

Material: Made of 100% polypropylene, Polypropylene plastic tarpaulin
Handles are made out of Polyester webbing, 3.8 cmwide, of blue color.
One zipper, 10 plastic teeth zipper, yellow color, 2.5 cm.
Shoulder strap, 3.8 cmwide, blue color with buckle.

Make: Rectangular shaped.
The zipper in U-form allows easy packing and unpacking.

Content: Polypropylene Tarpaulin Storage Bag With Zipper made out of polypropylene(PP) plastic
liminated tarpaulin material, 2 back pack types handles on long side,and two hanging handle
on two long side face.
Includes an external plastic transparent pocket to include owner's identity.

Dimensions
/ Size:

L 70 x D 35 x H 30 cm.

Weight: 0.19 kg approx.
Colors: blue.
Max. load: 25 kg.
Packing
details:

1. each piece pack into plastic bag with customizable lable, around 20kg/bale,
outside packing is carton or bale bag as customer request.
Carton packing size: 60*40*20cm,
Bale packing size: 60*45*18cm.

2. Tarpaulin Rolls: 20'GP Load around 15tons.
Bale packing: 20'GP Load around 10 Tons , 40'HQ Load around 25 Tons.
Carton packing: 20'GP Load around 8 Tons , 40'HQ Load around 22 Tons
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SUPPORTSUPPORT OEM&ODMOEM&ODM

Our goal is to be the quick, accurate and popular source of choice

to help you gain the market.

WE APPRECIATE YOUR SUPPORT!
WELCOME TO CONTACTWITH US!

Website:www.shade-nets.com
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